Abstract. We de ne a formula for estimating the coding costs of decision lists for propositional domains. This formula allows for multiple classes and both categorical and numerical attributes. For arti cial domains the formula performs quite satisfactory, whereas results are rather mixed and inconclusive for natural domains. Further experiments lead to a principled simpli cation of the original formula which is robust in both arti cial and natural domains. Simple hill-climbing search for the most compressive decision list signi cantly reduces the complexity of a given decision list while not impeding and sometimes even improving its predictive accuracy.
Introduction
The Minimum Description Length (MDL) Principle (Rissanen 86) , also called the Minimum Message Length (MML) Principle (George & Wallace 84) , has been successfully applied in Machine Learning for a broad variety of problems (for a just a few selected papers see Quinlan & Rivest 89, Quinlan 93a, Forsyth et al. 94, Pfahringer 95a, Muggleton et al. 92) . But recently also some problems with the MDL principle have been discovered (Quinlan 94, Quinlan 95 ). The problematic formula described in these papers is used by the C4.5rules system for pruning the rule-sets of each class separately. Despite these theoretical concerns, in our own experimental experience (see e.g. results reported in Pfahringer 95a) we have found C4.5rules to be a rather robust and reliable learner. The predictive accuracy of the induced ordered rule-sets (i.e. decision lists) is usually quite good, yet the rule-sets appear to be overly complex.
In this paper we introduce an alternative MDL-based formula for decision lists based on the ideas of Kononenko 95. This formula will be described in section 2. Section 3 will describe the algorithmic usage of the new formula and the experimental setup. In section 4 we rst report on good results in arti cial domains. But for some of the natural domains results using this original formula are just unacceptable. A hypothesis and a few experiments to explain these unpleasant ndings then lead to a simpli ed version of the original formula which is broadly successful. Section 5 summarizes conclusions and discusses open problems and further research directions.
Estimating coding lengths of decision lists
Empirical induction is always faced with the problem of over tting the data, especially in the presence of noise or irrelevant attributes. The MDL principle is a possible solution as it simultaneously judges both the simplicity and the accuracy of a particular induced theory. This is done by summing up both the estimated coding length of the theory and the estimated coding length of the training data given the theory:
Total coding length = Coding length to describe the model + Coding length to describe the data, given the model.
A theory is called compressive, if and only if its coding length is smaller than the coding length of the original training data (using the null theory). In Pfahringer 95b we have tried to pinpoint the origin of the problems described in Quinlan 94 and we have de ned an alternative formula yielding some improvement. The main idea was to replace the global exception coding mechanism with a local one based on the sets of examples covered by each rule. In the following we will introduce an improved version of this formula using both better (i.e. smaller) coding length estimates in general and extending its applicability to multi-class problems and to both symbolic and numerical attributes.
In Pfahringer 95b we used the entropy of the distribution of symbols in a string to estimate its coding cost, which is valid in a information-theoretic sense, but ine cient for nite-length strings, as is exempli ed in Kononenko 95. That paper de nes the following formula for estimating the coding length of strings of nite length N constructed from k di erent possible symbols with respective absolute frequencies c 1 ::c k :
cl(string) = log 2 N + k ? 1 k ? 1 + log 2 N c 1 ::c k
The rst part encodes the frequencies of the di erent symbols, which is su cient information for constructing the decoder for the compressed string. The size of the compressed string itself is estimated by the second part of the formula. Using this formula we can now de ne an MDL-based coding length estimate for decision lists. We assume that both the sender and the receiver know all examples and therefore all possible attributes, their types and values, and also the di erent possible classes. The sender only wants to transmit the correct classi cation of each example to the receiver. Furthermore we assume that the last rule of the decision-list has an empty set of conditions, therefore it acts as a kind of default rule, assigning some sensible classi cation to examples not covered by any previous rule. We use the majority class of all training examples not covered by any rule. Alternatively one could use the global majority class, especially in situations where the number of uncovered examples is very small thus leading to an unreliable class estimate.
Let us now de ne the total coding length of a decision-list as being just the sum of the coding lengths of its rules: cl(dl) = i cl(rule i ) (2) The coding length estimate of a single rule is the sum of the estimate for encoding the conditions of this rule and the estimate for the class-label string of the examples covered by this rule (using formula 1). Note that we do not explicitly encode the class being predicted by this rule, we just assume that the majority class of the covered examples will be assigned:
cl(rule) = cl(tests) + cl(class label string) (3) The coding length estimate for all tests of a rule is a bit complicated due to the di erent possible kinds of tests. Categorical attributes involve testing for membership in some subset of all possible values, numerical attributes are tested for being either greater-equal or less-than some threshold. Therefore the coding length estimate for all tests of a single rule is the sum of these three di erent possible kinds of tests:
cl(tests) = cl(subset tests) + cl(greaterequal tests) + cl(lessthan tests) (4) Subset tests are estimated by rst selecting those attributes actually involved in subset tests out of all categorical attributes, and then encoding the respective subsets:
cl(subsettests) = cl(choose(involved; all cat)) + cl(subset) (5) The coding length of binary choices such as which attributes are actually used, or which subset of all possible values is tested, is always computed using formula 1. Additionally, it should be noted that this encoding schema assigns equal cost to both testing a categorical attribute for a speci c single value (attrX = valueY, encoded as a subset-test for just this value) and to testing whether a categorical attribute is di erent from a speci c single value (attrX <> valueY, encoded as a subset-test for all other possible values). This is due to the symmetry properties of formula 1.
Numerical tests are encoded in a similar fashion by rst selecting the relevant subset of numerical attributes to be tested and than by encoding the respective thresholds. These thresholds are simply chosen from the set of all di erent values of the respective attribute actually occurring in training data passed down to this rule. This means we ignore possible values occurring only in examples already covered by earlier rules of the decision list. If there are n possible values, we can choose between n ? 1 possible thresholds and therefore need log 2 (n ? 1) bits for encoding a single threshold:
cl(lessthan tests) = cl(choose(involved; all num)) + cl(threshold) (6) cl(greaterequal tests) = cl(choose(involved; all num)) + cl(threshold) (7) cl(threshold) = log 2 (n ? 1) (8) This concludes the speci cation of the new formula (MDL0). To reiterate, its improvements are a better estimate based on the nite-length property of all encoded strings (as proposed in Kononenko 95), and its extended applicability. Now multiple classes as well as both categorical and numerical attributes are allowed in a domain.
Algorithmic usage
For evaluating the formula introduced in the previous section, we have implemented the following simple greedy hill-climbing search for pruning a given decision list ( gure 1. The initial search starting point is the decision list returned by C4.5rules having set all options of both C4.5 and C4.5rules to their default values, except for enabling subsetting of categorical attributes. This results in a decision list being of exactly the syntax expected by our previously de ned formula (see section 2). This initial decision list will also be used for comparison purposes later on. Two basic operations are used for pruning a decision list: deleting a single test from the conditions of one rule or deleting a complete rule by itself. As long as the the total coding length does not increase, always the most compressive basic pruning step is chosen. Even though one might think that pruning complete rules is logically redundant as a basic step (a rule could be pruned by iteratively pruning all its tests), it can still make a big di erence in greedy hill-climbing search. Pruning a single test e ectively generalizes a rule thereby possibly increasing its coverage. This causes fewer examples to be passed on to rules further down the list. Quite contrary, deleting a complete rule causes more examples to be passed on, namely all those that used to be covered by the now deleted rule.
Additionally, as we allow for subset tests, one might even add a third pruning operator, namely deleting values from subsets. This would result in even more ne-grained pruning possibilities. We plan to implement such a pruning operator for further experiments.
Experimental Results
Ten complete 10-fold strati ed cross-validation runs were carried out in each experiment reported below. We always list the mean predictive accuracies and the mean decision list sizes (simply measured as the total number of tests used) for both C4.5rules and mdl prune.
Arti cial Domains
Our initial experiments were carried out using two arti cial data-sets: the parity of 5 boolean attributes in the presence of an additional 5 irrelevant boolean attributes and the 2-4 multiplexor in the presence of an additional 4 irrelevant attributes. Experiments involved di erent levels of class noise, where class noise is simulated by ipping the class bit of N% of the examples drawn at random. In all experiments all possible 1024 (2 10 ) examples were used. Table 1 shows the average predictive errors and the average rule-set sizes for both C4.5rules and mdl prune. We see that mdl prune performs quite satisfactorily. Rule-sets are always signi cantly smaller, sometimes even producing a ve-fold reduction in size. And except for Parity5-5 at the 20% class noise level error rates are never dramatically worse, usually their di erence is not statistically signi cant (as judged by a paired t-test).
Natural Domains
For experiments involving more natural domains we have chosen a few standard databases available from the UCI repository (Merz & Murphy 96) . These selected databases range from small to mid-size with regard to number of examples. Some databases comprise solely categorical attributes, whereas others comprise solely numerical attributes, and nally there are a few comprising both categorical and numerical attributes. The selected databases also show a good mix of two-class and multi-class problems. The properties of and the experimental results in these natural domains are listed in table 2. Even though we see the expected reduction in rule-set sizes just as we have experienced in arti cial domains, the predictive error rates are less satisfactory. Rule-set size reduction is accompanied by a major degradation of predictive performance in some of the domains (see e.g. soybean, labor, lymph, or glass).
What is the reason of this at times abysmal performance? The rst hypothesis was the suspicion that our coding schema for numerical tests (cf. equations 6 to 8) was indeed overly simplistic and too ine cient, thus leading to overly general rule-sets. But mediocre performance in solely categorical domains (e.g. soybean and lymph) ruled out this hypothesis as a single cause.
Modifying the coding length estimator
Inspecting the well-performing data-sets we see that these include all data-sets with more than 1000 training examples overall. Therefore we may conclude that a small number of available training examples might be one of the culprits. To clarify the impact of a small training set samples we devised the following experiment: can we increase the number of available examples in a sensible way? Simple-minded duplication of examples might seriously distort experimental results, because identical examples could be present in both the training and the test set, thus leading to a measure of rote learning capability only. More sophisticated, one could just duplicate the examples once after they have been assigned to the di erent cross-validation folds. Instead of actually duplicating examples, the same e ect can easily be simulated inside the compression formula by modifying equation 3 in the following way:
cl(rule) = cl(tests) + f dup cl(class label string)
By simply multiplying the original class-label string with a duplication factor f dup we can easily simulate even vast arti cial training sets. It is interesting to note that most practical systems using some MDL-based formula either internally weigh the two summands di erently (Quinlan 93a) or even allow the user to specify weights explicitly (Cohen 95, . Figures 2 and 3 depict the average predictive error rates and decision lists sizes respectively for various settings of f dup in the lymph domain in comparison to the base error rates and sizes achieved by C4.5rules. We can clearly see that the predictive error steadily decreases until it is statistically insigni cant for f dup being 10. And even a much larger setting for f dup still results in a signi cant almost two-fold reduction of the original rule-set's size.
How can this behaviour be explained? Certainly, for a duplication factor equal to 50, the explicit theory coding cost as computed by equations 4 to 8 is neglectably small. But the experimental results are very reasonable, still. How can this be the case? Why is the resulting theory not over tting the data? One of the reasons is simply the fact that we start with the decision list produced by C4.5rules, and that we only prune this list. So the original list forms an upper bound on the syntactic complexity, the pruned list can never be more complex. But there is also an additional, more subtle explanation.
If one investigates the way the size of the class-label string of a single rule is estimated by equation 1, one notices that even absolutely correct rules are assigned some non-zero cost. If all but one of the absolute class frequencies c i are zero, equation 1 can be simpli ed to:
cl(string) = log 2 N + k ? 1 k ? 1
Therefore, even in the optimal case of absolutely correct rules we get some reasonable implicit accounting for the size an induced theory. This immediately suggests the following simpli cation of our rule-set compression estimation. We can replace the original coding length estimation of single rules (equation 3) by simply:
cl(rule) = cl(class label string) Table 3 . Average predictive error rates and average rule-set sizes for C4.5rules and the modi ed mdl1 prune for various domains. This means that we do not compute theory costs explicitly anymore! Therefore equations 4 to 8 are super uous now, too. All the cost estimates are now just based on the number of subsets of training examples being produced by a given decision list and on how di erent classes are distributed over these subsets. Figure 4 summarizes this simpli ed version which will be called MDL1 in the following.
We have rerun all experiments using this simpli ed formula MDL1 and report the nal results in both table 3 and gures 5 and 6. The gures are provided for simpli ed relative comparisons. Both error rates and decision list sizes are mapped into the range of 0; 1] by dividing all values by the respective maximal value. Error rates are depicted upwards from zero, whereas decision list sizes printed downwards. Both are grouped together for each domain and both C4.5rules and MDL1. Smaller impulses indicate smaller error rates and smaller decision list sizes respectively.
The simpli ed formula MDL1 seems to do pretty well across all domains. Predictive accuracy is never signi cantly worse and in a few domains even improves somewhat. More importantly, the reduction in terms of size is still quite satisfactory, the pruned decision lists are approximately half as complex in most domains. Only for the two arti cial domains there is some indication of overtting in the presence of noise, as the sizes of the pruned decision lists tend to converge to the upper bound provided by C4.5rules.
To give an idea for the improved intelligibility of induction results due to the additional compression achievable over C4.5rules when using the new formula, we list an example rule-set from the labor negotiation domain. This is a rather small database of nal settlements in labor negotiations in Canadian industry. The initial decision-list induced by C4.5rules is depicted in gure 7.
The new formula allows to considerably prune and simplify this rule-set to a much smaller rule-set of comparable predictive accuracy being depicted in gure 8. It is interesting to note that part of the simpli cation could have been achieved by simply removing logical redundancies. In the labor example the rst three rules of the original set taken together are just the negation of the single rule predicting the opposite class. The supplied default rule would have predicted correctly anyway in these cases. On the other hand, pruning of the remaining fourth original rule for class bad is certainly not simply a removal of some logical redundancy.
So one might speculate that part of the additional amount of simpli cation gained is due to the global view on decision list simpli cation inherent in our approach. Whereas C4.5rules only optimizes sets of rules predicting the same class, we simplify decision lists as a whole. Thereby the interactions between the di erent subsets of rules and the default rule are taken into account in an implicit manner.
Conclusions
We have successfully engineered a new coding lengths formula for decision-lists, which allows for signi cant simpli cation of decision lists without impeding their predictive performance. Simpler decision lists are usually more intelligible as exempli ed by an example given in the previous section. The nal, simpli ed formula ( gure 4) does not take into account theory cost explicitly, but it does so implicitly to a limited degree. This is one of the probable reasons impeding its original formulation. It also sets limits to the applicability of such a scheme to problems di erent from propositional rule-set pruning. When inducing and pruning a propositional decision-list in C4.5, a set of rather strong biases is involved in the search for an accurate decision list. Every single rule is of limited complexity, because its number of test-conditions is bounded by the total number of attributes. Additionally, the only disjunctions being induced are so-called internal value disjunctions. This prevents from having the complete theory complexity being shifted into a single rule of high explicit, but low implicit cost. However in the context of constructive induction, such a shift is possible. Therefore one would have to extend the formula to cope with arbitrarily complex attributes possibly derived by constructive induction. Application of the new formula in an ILP context might also be problematic. Although the number of possible conditions in a rule is usually bounded in an ILP system, too, these bounds tend to be much looser in general. More directly applicable scenarios being on our list for further research include variations on the search process itself like: { Starting directly from a (pruned or unpruned) decision tree. { Inducing a decision list from scratch using the new formula as its search heuristic.
Another promising direction should be the construction of a similar formula applicable to the prediction of continuous class values. This seems to be a prevalent problem in practise and has therefore got some attention in the Machine Learning communityrecently (Kramer 96, Quinlan 93b, Weiss & Indurkhya 95) .
Instead of relying on the probably overly simple MDL1 formula of gure 4, one could try to estimate the appropriate value for f dup of equation 9 for a given domain. Cross validation in a kind of wrapper approach (Kohavi 95) should be the right tool for this task.
Comparison to other pruning methods which are not based on a variation of the MDL principle are also necessary. A good starting point for this endeavour should be the work described in F urnkranz 96.
